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		This unique book presents the story of the pioneering manufacturing company Ferranti Ltd. – producer of the first commercially-available computers – and of the nine end-user organisations who purchased these machines with government help in the period 1951 to 1957. The text presents personal reminiscences from many of the diverse engineers, programmers and marketing staff who contributed to this important episode in the emergence of modern computers, further illustrated by numerous historical photographs. Considerable technical details are also supplied in the appendices.

	
		Topics and features: provides the historical background to the Ferranti Mark I, including the contributions of von Neumann and Turing, and the prototype known as The Baby; describes the transfer of technologies from academia to industry and the establishment of Ferranti’s computer production resources; reviews Ferranti’s efforts to adapt their computers for sale to business and commercial markets, and to introduce competitive new products; covers the use of early Ferranti computers for defence applications in different government establishments in the UK, including GCHQ Cheltenham; discusses the installation and applications of Ferranti computers at universities in the UK, Canada, and Italy; presents the story of the purchase of a Ferranti Mark I* machine by the Amsterdam Laboratories of the Shell company; details the use of Ferranti Mark I* computers in the UK’s aerospace industry and compares this with the American scene; relates the saga of Ferranti’s journey from its initial success as the first and largest British computer manufacturer to its decline and eventual bankruptcy.

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
		This highly readable text/reference will greatly appeal to professionals interested in the practical development of early computers, as well as to specialists in computer history seeking technical material not readily available elsewhere. The educated general reader will also find much to enjoy in the photographs and personal anecdotes that provide an accessible insight into the early days of computing.
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The Definitive Guide to the .NET Compact FrameworkApress, 2003
The .NET Compact Framework brings the world of managed code and XML Web  services to smart devices, and it enables the execution of secure, downloadable  applications on devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs), mobile  phones, and set-top boxes. 

The Definitive Guide to the .NET Compact Framework targets both...
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Canon Rebel T1i/500D: From Snapshots to Great ShotsPeachpit Press, 2009

	Walk into any bookseller, go to the photography section, and you will see countless books
	on the subject of photography. Look a little further and you will locate the camera-specifi c
	books. It is this divide between the camera-specifi c and instructional photography books that
	inspired me to write this book. What I was seeing in the...
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Ace the IT Job Interview!McGraw-Hill, 2003

	Land the IT job of your dreams with help from this insider guide. You’ll discover valuable interview strategies for standing in the crowd as an applicant and learn best practices for representing your experience, education, previous employment, and re-entry into the workforce. Containing critical dos and don’ts from thousands of...
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Collaborative Leadership: How to Succeed in an Interconnected WorldRoutledge, 2009

	Collaborative leadership is about delivering results across boundaries. The nature of that boundary is important, whether it's a formal contract or an informal agreement between two parties to work together for a common aim. And leaders need to be clear about where the boundary lies and how to use the different capabilities on either side...
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Embedded Software Development with CSpringer, 2009
Embedded Software Development With C

Kai Qian

About this textbook:


  

    	Intelligible presentation of the fundamentals of embedded systems design and development using the C programming language and the 8051 microcontroller.

  

    	Examines the longevity and...
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Breast Cancer Management and Molecular MedicineSpringer, 2007

	Tailoring treatment for individual breast cancers is no longer a dream and is now the main goal for current research. This book gives an overview of the most recent techniques, agents and approaches for breast cancer and the individualization of treatment. Particular attention is given to organ-specific tailored approaches, specific...
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